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Storytelling is serious business. It is the voice of a leader that influences 

the audience through a story. In tribal history, our ancestors listened to 

the chief elder’s stories to make sense of the world. In the tribal setting 

of a corporation, storytelling shares that same goal.

 

Building on seven custom-made frameworks, we bring insights to en-

hance your storytelling skills from TED talks, Hollywood, improv comedy, 

Greek narrative traditions, executive speaking coaching, and much more. 

You will learn how to construct and reassemble your story to give it 

more power, make it memorable, and have lasting impact. !



Storytelling for impact
Stories have a powerful and life-long impact on 
their listeners. We know this instinctively, thanks 
to a lifetime of books, fables, movies, lyrics, and 
sharing of life events since we were children. 

Science also supports this statement: stories 
have been shown to activate parts in the brain 
that allow the listener to embody the story into 
their own ideas and psyche. The brain releas-
es dopamine when listening to an emotionally 
charged event, making it easier to remember 
and embed, and with greater accuracy.!

In the tribal setting of a company, storytelling 
has a clear goal: to tell stories that bring the 
company forward.  

Some leaders, driven by a need to be as clear 
as possible, will opt for direct missives. But 
audiences don’t appreciate being told what to 
believe, will distrust the intent, won’t follow the 
logic, and disagree with the conclusions.  This is 
how storytelling becomes so much more e"ec-
tive.

Any enterprise can establish trust among their 
employees and consumers through a rich array 
of stories to be used internally and externally.

Storytelling has a 
clear goal: to tell 
stories that bring the 
company forward.  



The Story 
Elements

Audience01
Storytelling is always about the audience. The key element of every story are 
the people involved – the tellers and the listeners. Master storytellers know 
how to define the occasion as special in time; they make the audience feel 
as the chosen ones for this message; they use words that touch listeners 
emotionally.

Storytelling is understanding the audience better than it understands itself.!

Before beginning, 
every storyteller 
asks themselves:

To whom am I talking?

Why are we together, right here, right now?

What do they need and what do I need? 
How will I bridge this?

How will they relate to the story 
– culturally? Situationally?
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The Storyteller02
The storyteller needs to establish personal trust, otherwise the story will be 
dismissed as inauthentic and self-serving. In business, the storyteller is often a 
leader within the organization. To establish trust as the one telling the story, 
the storyteller needs to be:!

• Credible, with the background and expertise to tell the story with insight;
• Reliable, so not telling lies or resorting to slander or gossip;
• Relatable, in tone of voice, language, and style;
• Using low self-orientation, talking about themselves with humor, or indi-

rectly by citing their parents, children, or friends.

Structure03
A story won’t make an impact if it is told haphazardly. By using structure, a 
story has a compelling flow. Many frameworks exist to tell a story but they all 
share the three acts of beginning, middle and end.!

ACT I

ACT II
ACT III

Start
Introduce the main 
character, background, 
context, the call to ad-
venture, the crossing 
of a treshold into the 
unknown

Challenge
Present the trial, the 
failure, turn of events, 
new situation, obsta-
cle, dilemma, event, 
confrontation  

Resolution
Provide the revela-
tion, final change, gist, 
return as a changed 
person, new skill, gift, 
revelation



Objectives04
In the context of business and leadership, it is healthy to focus on arguably the 
most important facet to the story you will be telling: the objective. You are 
asking for time and attention from your audience: what do you hope to achieve 
from this investment? What is the meaning, the objective of the story? Why are 
you telling this story, and what do you hope to get out of it?!

We distinguish seven objectives to tell stories for impact.  We expand on these 
in the next pages, with iconic examples from the larger business world:

1. Building the brand

Stories about building the brand are close to founding stories: 

(act 1) I had a first CUSTOMER with a clear need

(act 2) To serve this customer I made a real DISCOVERY

(act 3)  Resulting in a great SOLUTION I now o"er 

Once I knew that option didn’t exist for 

everyone simply because of their skin tone, 

I stepped up. One of the things that I felt 

was really important to start with was 

foundation. Foundation is an area that has 

a big void for women at extreme ends of 

the shade spectrum: if you’re very pale or 

ebony dark, there aren’t a lot of options.

We are all so di"erent, with our own unique 

skin tones, so we started with the 40 founda-

tion shades out the gate. Some of my custom-

ers who are finding their shade of foundation 

for the first time, are getting emotional at 

the counter. That’s something I will never 

get over. I never could have anticipated the 

emotional connection that women are having 

with the products and the brand as a whole.”

(I) CUSTOMER  -  (II) DISCOVERY - (III) SOLUTION

Fenty Beauty: “When I was a teen back in 

Barbados, I was in a pageant, and my mom 

did my makeup for it. I will never forget the 

feeling I had after seeing how even my skin 

looked when she put foundation on my 

face,” founder and artist Rihanna recounts. 

“Makeup became my weapon of choice for 

self expression and fearlessness.

1. Building the brand
2. Making a call to action
3. Casting the future
4. Warning of risks
5. Explaining how the world works
6. Clarifying how we work
7. Establishing values



To get the audience to action, you build group momentum 

(act 1) I am stepping forward, being credible and committed
(act 2) I talk about US, about our shared values making it a pledge to act 
(act 3) We need to act and act NOW.  Immediate action required

(I) I  -  (II) US - (III) NOW

Patagonia: “I wanted to climb without leaving 

a trace so that the next party and every party 

after that could experience the mountain as 

I had—in its natural state,” says founder Yvon 

Chouinard. “To do that, I needed a new kind of 

piton that you could remove and reuse as you 

ascended. Since nothing like that existed at the 

time, I designed it myself.

Patagonia was still a fairly small company when 

we began to devote time and money to the 

increasingly apparent environmental crisis. It 

became apparent that uphill battles fought 

by small, dedicated groups of people to save 

patches of habitat could yield significant results. 

In 1986, we committed to donate 10% of profits 

each year to habit restoration.  

We have kept that commitment every year 

since. Continuous change requires a sense of 

urgency. That’s my advice to everyone building 

a legacy: ask yourself what you hope to get out 

of this life, let that enduring ambition guide 

you, and if the right tools don’t exist to accom-

plish it, design your own. Be the only one who 

does it the way you do.”

2. Making a call to action

(I) CURRENT  -  (II) OPPORTUNITY - (III) REALISM

Impossible Foods: “We have to reduce our 

meat intake,” founder Patrick Brown says. 

“The livestock industry is fragile. The margins 

are too small, and the planning cycles too 

long. The fundamental economics of the 

meat industry are completely unsuited to our 

present-day, and that means it’s not going to 

exist in several decades. 

We knew we had to hack the food supply 

and decided to focus on the burger. If we 

could engineer the flavour without using 

any animal product, this would drastically 

change attitudes and behaviors. We isolated 

thousands of compounds and of these, 150 

had a detectable scents that humans recog-

nize as ‘meat’. 

A cow will never get better at being meat, 

but we will get better and better at under-

standing meat. When we get to the point 

where ours is just as delicious as the best 

burger you’ve ever eaten, we don’t have to 

stop there. This way we have greater impact 

than any other food company in history.”

To get the audience excited about the future, the story goes  as follows: 
(act 1) I found out that the CURRENT situation is not optimal 
(act 2) And found an exciting future OPPORTUNITY instead
(act 3) This opportunities is grounded in REALISM. It is tangible. 
Essentially, the better future is real and already here.

3. Casting the future



(I) VULNERABILITY  -  (II) CATASTROPHE - (III) ESCAPE

eBay: “Running eBay proved to be a lot more 

complicated than most online platforms.,” 

recounts founder Pierre Omidyar. “It is a com-

pany that runs an enormous, rowdy swarm of 

sellers who live o" it. We has to do right by 

the shareholders, of course, but also has to 

keep the swarm happy. 

Then, the year after I left, the site crashed 

and was down for about 22 hours. It was a 

disaster. Three weeks later, investors had 

shaved o" almost $6 billion from the compa-

ny’s market capitalization because of it.  

What CEO Meg Whitman decided, and it was 

really a key moment in her leadership, was 

that we were going to call every one of our 

top 10,000 sellers and apologize. She wanted 

to make sure the company internalized that 

we’re here to serve real human beings, and 

when we make mistakes, there are conse-

quences.”

For your audience to get fully aware of a potential risk:

(act 1) I lived with a false sense of security, pointing to VULNERABILITY

(act 2) Then a real CATASTROPHE happened, described in graphic detail 
(act 3) I had a lucky ESCAPE but this is not generalizable. 

4. Warning of risks

(I) ISSUE  -  (II) EFFORT - (III) TWIST

Tony’s Chocolonely: “We sourced our cocoa 

beans from a farmer’s cooperative in Ghana 

that guaranteed production without child 

slave labour. While sales boomed, the rest 

became di#cult. There was no guarantee 

of the beans being produced fairly. And we 

weren’t sure the premiums we paid reached 

the individual farmers.   

So we realized we had to do better, and de-

veloped our own way of doing business and 

making an impact, based on five practical 

principles: a traceable cocoa bean production 

line, fair pricing, strengthened positions of 

farmers, sustainable living income, and long 

term relationships.

The five principles help toward our goal of 

100% slave free chocolate, but after 15 years 

we still have such a long way to go. That’s 

why we changed our wording to “on the 

road towards 100% slave-free chocolate”. 

This way we educate and inspire others to 

join us on our journey.

We better understand the world by sharing experiences:

(act 1) ) I struggle with an ISSUE that is also relevant for the audience. 
(act 2) I put real EFFORT in trying to resolve this issue. 
(act 3) Which led to a TWIST, a non-obvious, serendipitous insight.

5. Explaining how the world works



(I) AMBITION  -  (II) PLATEAU - (III) ESSENCE

Bridgewater Associates: “I wanted to create 

an idea meritocracy,” says founder Ray Dalio. 

“I couldn’t have that unless I combined 

radical transparency with algorithmic deci-

sion-making. We built an environment that 

shifted from arguing over our opinions to 

figuring out objective criteria to determine 

which opinions are the best. People say it’s 

too di#cult, emotionally; critics tell us it’s 

a formula for a brutal work environment. 

Neuroscientists say it has to do with how 

our brains are prewired: we like to know our 

mistakes so we could do better  but there’s 

another part that views all of this as attacks. 

There are two you’s at battle– an emotional 

and intellectual you, and often they are at 

odds and work against you. But it’s been 

our experience that we can win this battle 

as a group.

For the last 25 years that’s how we’ve been 

operating as a team, openly learning from 

our mistakes, and embedding them into 

algorithms.  It now also allows us to decide 

what responsibilities to give them and to 

weigh our decisions based on people’s 

merits. We call it believability.”

We tell stories to induce new hires in our ways of working:

(act 1) It all starts with a particular AMBITION 
(act 2) However, there is always a PLATEAU:  the limits of any organization
(act 3) But we never lose sight of the ESSENCE.

6. Clarifying how we work

(I) DILEMMA  -  (II) CHOICE - (III) ENLIGHTENMENT

23andMe: “Early on, we received our warning 

letter from the FDA. We were declared ‘an 

unapproved medical device’, a crippling 

blow. Up until then, our value proposition 

was to empower individuals with action-

able genetic health info, but all of that was 

suddenly in doubt. It was a rough time trying 

to figure out the path forward. 

Doctors, geneticists, and state regulators 

teamed up to question the reliability and 

appropriateness of our tests. When we 

saw where things were headed, we started 

meeting regularly with the FDA about a 

possible path to approval. Silicon Valley is 

built on impatience but we had we just wait 

and focus on the positives.

The core element of our company always 

was, and has remained, to empower the 

customer. The warning letter gave the us 

the push to shift our focus as an ancestry 

product. It also allowed us to explore the 

more whimsical side of our business, while 

working closely with FDA to restore the full 

range of tests.”

Shared values become meaningful through shared stories:

(act 1) Put forward a real DILEMMA, a catch-22 that cannot be easily solved.
(act 2) Next describe the CHOICE made on the company’s values. 
(act 3) show ENLIGHTENMENT: the choice was right, even it came at a real cost

7. Establishing values



Content05
How to make a story unforgettable? Your listeners will be swayed when you 
blend personal, factual, and sensual aspects to your story’s embroidery. The 
magic is in the details. 

We collected an array of devices to bring your story to life. For both beginner 
and expert storytellers, there is a lot of information in the pages ahead. 

We invite you to be selective as best suits your needs, instead of forcing your-
self to use all at once. Much like a box of crayons, you won’t use all colors in 
each drawing, so aim for no more than two or three elements. Your story will 
be rich and colorful all the same.!

Much like a box of crayons, you won’t use all  
colors in each drawing, so aim for no more  
than two or three elements.



Customers are not just numbers to analyze by their 
buying behaviors, lifetime value, and switching hurdles. 
They are real-life people, unique flesh and blood indi-
viduals. Bring a real customer in your story to  remind 
us who we are serving and what this entails.!

Introduce a 
customer

People like to be part of stories. Stories with lasting  
impact are not about just one person. Bring in your  
audience as characters. This makes your story memorable 
and more importantly, shareable: it becomes OUR story.

Bring in the 
audience 

They bring forward how we interact, relate to, and give 
important clues on the values, hierarchy, and culture of 
the organization.

Include 
conversations

Stories need to be realistic, genuine, and authentic. 
Memorable detail cannot be made up - it is too specific.

Combine big 
picture & mem-
orable detail

Set the scene by describing what it visually looks like. 
What sounds occurred? What smells filled the air? How did 
it feel?!Take your audience on an experience with you.

Engage 
through the 
senses

Be an open book. Show that things are not always 
easy by recognizing your own challenges and limita-
tions. Create an emotional connection to reveal char-
acteristics we admire, like  empathy and resilience.!

Be  
honest

We relate to your failures because we are all flawed. 
When it comes to telling a story, people want to hear 
about your failures.! They connect with your mess.!

Talk about 
your failures

Content in the story



Delivery06
Now that you have the structure and the content, the final thing to work on is 
how to deliver your story. We explored beyond the practical and well-known 
matters of tone of voice or posture, and asked ourselves: how will you be sure 
that your message has landed? 

Keep it short and strong
Keep the arc of tension high. Downplaying or rushing through the second act will dramatically lessen 
the power of the story: it needs pent-up emotion for the final act to bring the message home.!

Far too often storytellers or marketers give way too much detail upfront. They start their story in 
chronological order, putting the audience to sleep before the exciting stu" occurs. Move right away 
to the middle, where things are exciting. It’s much more interesting.

Can you start your story in the middle? 

Make your point clear
Stories are the original viral tool. Once you tell a very compelling story people in the audience will think: “To 
whom can I tell this story?” By encoding leadership communication in the story, one will see returns beyond 
influencing the audience present. However, the story itself can be so engaging that your audience misses the 
deeper point. For instance, the audience might just be relieved that the story had a happy ending. 

This is why it helps to summarize the key learning at the end of the story to bring your objective home.!

In someone else’s hands, which part of your story should not get lost?

Avoid hecklers
When the story is truly engaging it will invoke strong, active reactions from your audience. They 
might interrupt and start talking during your story. It is evidence that you have their full attention and 
they are fully engrossed, which you can nurture. 

In certain situations, hecklers might derail the story because they get side-tracked by a particular line 
in the story, or disagree with the facts presented, or with the direction the story is going and its key 
message. It is important to not allow this to happen, as ruins the e"ects of the story. 

Do not stop to answer questions. Do not engage into debate. Do not try to neutralize with humor. 

How can you quickly and graciously defuse those who want to interrupt?



Stay close to yourself
Storytellers are told to be entertaining, energetic, magnetic in the room: look good, entertain, act 
energetic, talk fast, stand in the light, bring humor, act out, perform, look in their eyes, smile, keep 
your time, create tension, be fresh.

However, the music can overwhelm the lyrics. It is critically important that the story speaks for itself 
and that the delivery is supportive to the storyline. Overly smooth presentations can undermine the 
credibility and authenticity of the story.

Do you re-live it when you share it?
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A well-told, gripping story ends with a state of release of tension, typically, a moment of silence and 
calm. The final act of the storyteller is to bring the audience back to the here and now, to step out of 
the story and step back into the (new) now. 

The audience leaves and goes home to discuss what they just heard, and all its implications. When the 
story made real impact, the listeners will reflect either on their own or in small discussion groups. 

If the audience applauds for the story teller at the end of the story, it might be that the entertainment 
value was larger than the insight and learning.

Are you ok with a pensive silence as you close? 
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In ancient times, storytelling already was a true profession. Today, thanks to the movies  and media advertis-
ing, storytelling has been further perfected.

But it is not as easy as it seems – it takes talent and the proverbial 10,000 hours to become a highly e"ective 
storyteller. As a business leader, storytelling must be part of your skillset and repertoire. Engaging in storytell-
ing occasionally is not enough – you are not going to get it right and refined on the first try. The process of 
solidifying and polishing your story takes trial and error and time. 

In the end, the more you try it out, the better you will become.!

Do you check afterwards what people concluded from your story?

Forge trust through intimacy 
Your physical stance makes a big di"erence. Standing in front of the audience gives a vibe of 
formality, keeping an emotional and empathic distance between teller and audience. By coming at 
their level, a trusted connection takes shape. Enhance it by looking each one eye to eye, creating 
intimacy, and giving the audience your full attention. 

Don’t use cue cards or too many visual distractions, to make sure the focus is entirely dedicated to 
you and your story.!

Do you look your audience in the eye?



v

“The most powerful person in the world 
is the storyteller. The storyteller sets the 
vision, values and agenda of an entire 
generation that is to come.”

Steve Jobs

“Great stories happen to 
those who can tell them.”

Ira Glass

This document is created by ScaleUpNation, under Creative Commons. This means 
that everyone is free to use these materials for commercial and non-commercial use, 
provided ScaleUpNation is credited and that the content will not be materially edit-
ed or changed without our consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld.!

We hope you enjoy reading this and we welcome comments and suggestions.!Find 
more resources on www.scaleupnation.com

THNK, McKinsey, New Venture, Goldschmeding Foundation, Eneco, Erasmus Centre,  
Startup Amsterdam, Ministry of Economics, Gemeente Amsterdam, Chrysalix, NL Groeit

http://www.scaleupnation.com


Further Readings
• Creativity, Inc. Ed Catmull
• Made to Stick C hip Heath and Dan Heath
• The Storytelling Animal Jonathan Gottschall
• The End of Storytelling Stephanie Riggs
• Squirrel Inc. Steve Denning
• The 22 Rules of Storytelling According to Pixar Emma Coats
• Let My People Go Surfing Yvon Chouinard
• The Science of Storytelling Will Storr
• Resonate, Present Visual Stories that Transform Audiences Nancy Duarte
• The Hero with a Thousand Faces Joseph Campbell
• Let the Story Do the Work Esther K. Choy
• Wired for Story Lisa Cron
• Long Story Short Margot Leitman
• Unleash the Power of Storytelling Rob Biesenbach
• 99 redenen om te stoppen, en toch door te gaan Daan Weddepohl
• Putting Stories to Work Shawn Callahan

Nature: Measuring speaker–listener neural coupling with  
functional near infrared spectroscopy
Creation: Millennials and corporate storytelling
Khan Academy: The Art of Storytelling
Fortune: Why Storytelling Became the Hot New Skill In Business
HBR: Storytelling that Moves People
Brain Pickings: 6 Rules for a Great Story
Sparkol: The seven pillars of storytelling
HBR: Change the Way You Persuade
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The Clues to a Great Story – Andrew Stanton
What Great Storytellers Know – Matt Chan
The Art of Storytelling – David Shing
Everyday Leadership – Drew Dudley
Public Narrative – Marshall Ganz
Principles for Success – Ray DalioV
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https://www.nature.com/articles/srep43293
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep43293
https://creationadm.com/millennials-and-corporate-storytelling-how-authenticity-is-rewarding-brands/%20%0D
https://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/pixar/storytelling%0D
http://fortune.com/2018/10/01/storytelling-skill-business/%0D
https://hbr.org/2003/06/storytelling-that-moves-people%0D
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/12/snoopy-barnaby-conrad-rules-for-stories/
https://www.sparkol.com/en/ebook/the-seven-pillars-of-storytelling%0D
https://hbr.org/2002/05/change-the-way-you-persuade
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxDwieKpawg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04DJ3UPe2p8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUjGDP14nfI
https://www.ted.com/talks/drew_dudley_everyday_leadership?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7CW_10C7lQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9XGUpQZY38



